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CHP 2: THE PLACE OF CONTRACT WITHIN PRIVATE LAW 

 
Law of Obligations 
Private law is the field of law referring to the law of obligations (obligations placed on a particular person) and the law 
of property (obligations placed on all members of society regarding physical items). It is exclusively enforceable by the 
individuals who have the relevant rights. 
  
Two common types of private law are contracts and torts. Torts refers to civil wrongs (breech of legal duty), actions 
that harm others. They are civil as they can be enforced by the person wronged, not the state. Torts provide a remedy 
against a perpetrator. The legal duty self-imposed in contracts, is automatically imposed in torts. For a tort, there is the 
assumption of a pre-existing right (e.g. interference with body) that is infringed.  
  
Other types of private law include: 

• contract/restitution; and 
• equity. 

  
Torts and contracts are often interlinked and need to be considered together. Concurrent liability is when a plaintiff has 
the option of pursuing both a tort or contract case against a defendant. Damages cannot be replicated between the 
two cases. This allows the plaintiff to have a significant choice as the rules re damages, remoteness of case etc. differ 
between the two fields. 
  
Tort & contract differences 
Contracts are a self- imposed obligation BUT parties to a contract often have responsibilities imposed on them that are 
not stated as part of the contract. Torts differ in that they are imposed by law. 
  
Torts are universal duties. By the doctrine of privity of contract, duty is only owed to parties of the contract. Torts 
require everyone to avoid performing them. 
  
Liability is very strict in relation to contract law. 
  
Damages 
Damages are the remedy for both contract and tort cases. They are essentially compensation. 
Torts: damages are designed to put the victim in the position they would have been if the tort had not occurred (i.e. not 
better, just to the level they would have been at). 
  
Contracts: damages are designed to put the victim in the position they would have been in if the contract had not been 
broken (i.e. better off than they currently are or would have been). 
 
Unjust enrichment 
Another area of private law regarding the obligation to return unjust gains or to compensate for it. It aims to return to 
the plaintiff the unjust gains. This is a quasi-contractual area. Need to show (1) enrichment of other person at your 
expense, and (2) show some reason for injustice e.g. belief you have not made payment, under duress, belief of 
entering a contract that falls through.  If a person receives money and believes they were entitled to it, then used/spent 
it, you have no claim for unjust enrichment. It can also result in property rights e.g. if unjust enrichment involves 
transfer of property of items. 
  
Equity 
Equity is the body of law that historically emanated from the Court of Chancery when the strict legal rules produced 
injustice. It is now merged with common law (Act that allowed them to be administered in the same court) yet the 
principles have not fused together. Equity is designed to address wrongs in the (rigid) common law system. 
  
Three obligations of equity are relevant to contract law: 

1. Obligation to not harm others by acting irrationally (i.e. fulfilment of expectations) (equitable estoppel) 
2. Obligation to act solely in the interest of those who placed their trust in us (fiduciary obligations) 
3. Obligation to not misuse confidential information 

  
Equity will impact contract law by: 

• Equitable remedies supplement common law damages, they can be available for both equity issues and 
contract issues.  

• A contract will be set aside in equity for an unconscionable act that occurred in negotiations.  
• Equity will rectify a written document where parties mistakenly recorded the contract terms. 
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Can have cases where equity creates the obligation, contracts creates the punishment. 
 
Equity in its exclusive jurisdiction: equity causes case and gives remedies (e.g. fiduciary) 
Equity in its auxiliary jurisdiction: equity allows for additional remedies to contracts, not the source of the case. e.g. 
injunction in addition to extra damages; specific performance remedy (i.e. must do something is only an equity remedy) 
  
Estoppel is compensation for relying on promises that aren't legally enforceable or for believing a contract existed 
when none did. Remedy is equitable. 
  
Damages for unjust gain is to reverse the gain; damages in tort is to increase gain. 
  
In tort and contract, infringement of pre-existing right gives rise to another right to claim from damages. Unjust is 
different - doesn't stem from pre-existing right. 
  
Unjust/restitution referred to as quasi-contract because it doesn’t comply with all elements for a technical contract, 
created fictional contract that someone is a good person i.e. contract to repay an overpayment because they are a 
good person, the law didn't recognize it and it couldn't fit into any category to get it to court, law of paying someone 
back for an implied promise. 
  
Statutory obligations and regulation 
The primary statute is the Australian Consumer Law, as established in s2 of the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 
(Cth). This convers misleading and deceptive conduct, unconscionable conduct, unfair terms and consumer guarantees.  
Classical contract 
There are four essential elements for contract formation: 

1. Agreement (offer and acceptance) 
2. Consideration 
3. Intent to create legal relations 
4. Certainty 

  
What makes contract binding is the exchange of promises. It occurs without anything being done; contract is executory 
when nothing has been done by either party. When part of the contract is complete, it's partially executory. e.g. 
building a house and payment. 
  
Comply with strict legal procedures. 
Laissez faire may result in unfair contracts as both parties may not be on the same footing, inequality of bargaining 
power, impacts on others/society 
Contract is about 2 parties reaching agreement, courts don't interfere. Modern theory has courts filling in gaps in 
contracts, upholding contracts if essential phrasing is present. 
  
Contract is a "thing" – it’s defined, a representation of our contract, no space for emotions to enter. 
  
Contracts serve to deter and to allow for enforcement. 
  
All contracts are different thus can't use single theory. Some involve producing before contracts. Use 
objective test: what would a reasonable person to think/understand 
  
State provides mechanism to enforce contracts. As part of this, the State also sets regulations on how the contract is 
interpreted (objective test). 
  
Contract law: power conferring institution, work requires some degree of assurance, thus being able to make a legal 
obligation from a promise is necessary and increases freedom. It does infringe on freedom by not allowing us to simply 
change our mind but the benefit outweighs the cost. 
  
Theories for legal contract: 

1. Freedom (increasing freedom) 
2. Increasing wealth for society (problem: encourages materialistic approach), economic efficiency 
3. Judicial (no single theory, depends on how the court case goes and the judicial opinion) 
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CHP 3: AGREEMENT 

 

Offer and Acceptance 

The traditional approach in establishing a contract is that one party makes an offer and the other accepts it. 

This approach determines some magical moment of formation when parties are of one mind and their 

individual wills come together to create binding obligations. In reality, attaching offer and acceptance to an 

act is artificial. The rules of offer and acceptance are merely “an aid to analysis”. A contract can be made 

without an identifiable offer and acceptance, provided the parties manifested their mutual assent. The “Acid 

test” in a case where O and A cannot be identified, according to Cooke J in Meates v Attorney -General 

[1983] NZRL 308, 277, “is whether, viewed as a whole and objectively from the point of view of reasonable 

persons on both sides, the dealings show a concluded bargain.”  

  

Offer 

A legal offer is a manifestation of a desire to be legally bound, now or in the future, on certain terms. The 

key factor is whether it would appear to a reasonable person in the position of the offeree that a contact 

was intended and that a binding agreement would be made upon acceptance.  

  

Gibson v Manchester City Council [1979] 1 WLR 294 (House of Lords) 

 

Facts: 

- Scheme to allow council housing residents to buy the flat they live in 

- Council sent letter/form to Gibson … ‘We may be prepared to sell it to you for $X’ 

- He completed the form (leaving the price blank) and returned it 

- Before formal K’s were signed there was a change in government and the new govt abandoned the 

policy 

- Gibson argues there is a K and seeks specific performance 

 

Held: (Lord Diplock) 

- Only K alleged is one by letters accompanying documents passing between parties (linking 

documents). Outcome depends on their construction 

- Agreeing with Geoffey Lane Lj he found that the letters constituted ‘but a step in the negotiations’ 

which didn’t reach their fruition due to the change in govt 

- Departure from conventional approach (i.e. offer and acceptance) not warranted here 

- Gibson’s original letter was an expression of interest inquiring both what the price would be and if 

he could get a mortgage from the council. Their response which included the key phrase ‘may be 

prepared to sell’ does not constitute an offer. It was an invitation to make a formal offer to buy 

upon the enclosed application form. The form attached had section titles including ‘Application to 

buy council house’ and ‘Application to for a loan to buy council house’ adding more weight to the 

view that it letter could not constitute an offer.  

 

Unilateral Contracts 

A unilateral K is made when one party produces an offer and the offeree accept the offer by performing his 

or her side of the bargain. A unilateral K is unilateral in that only one party is ever under K because the other 

party has performed their K obligations to form the K. A bilateral K is formed by both parties agreeing to the 

K. 

  

For there to be a unilateral K, the promise needs to be made in return for doing something. There must be a 

quid pro quo and it must be stated. It must be established that the benefit is to be paid in return for doing 

something that is requested of them in the first place. 
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Carlill v Carbolic Smoke Ball Co [1893] 1 QB 256 (Ct of Appeal) 

Facts: 

- The Manufacturer of "Carbolic Smoke Balls" released an advertisement stating that if a person used 

their product 3 times a day for 2 weeks and got the flu or a cold that they would clam a £100 

reward.  

- They further claimed to have placed £1000 into a bank account to ‘shew their sincerity on the 

matter’.  

- Carlill on the faith of the advertisement purchased and used the product and still got sick (she 

contracted during the use of the product). She tried to claim the reward to no avail. Carbolic 

alleged there was no K, giving the following reasons:  

1. No promise intended, ad was ‘mere puff’ or advertising speak, not actually an offer; 

2. No offer being made to a specific person; offer being made to world ∴ not a valid offer; 

3. No acceptance as there was no notification that the contract was accepted; 

4. Not sufficiently certain (no timeframe); and 

5. No consideration. Use on certain terms of no benefit to them, only the sale.  

Held:  

Lindley LJ 

- No mistaking that it was a distinct, express promise to pay £100 in certain circs.  

- 1. Not mere puff due to the statement re money in the bank – otherwise for what purpose was that 

statement made but to lead people to believe it was not puff. 

- 2. Offers of reward are rarely made to specific people – that does not make them less binding if the 

conditions are completed. 

- 3. Notification is generally required, though not always.  This situation is an exception or if not an 

exception, acceptance need not precede performance. This is a continuing offer that was not 

revoked. Even if notice is required it is given contemporaneously with notice of performance. The 

true/ objective view is, that in this situation, due to the language of the offer, the offeror indicated 

that he does not expect/ require notice.  

- 4. True that the advertisement is uncertain re: the time that you can contract influenza, after 

having used the product and still receive the reward. Clear that it does not mean forever. Should be 

what a reasonable person would infer to be a reasonable amount of time in the circumstances if 

none is set. This amount of time was reasonable.  

- 5. The use of the product, will create confidence in it (if it works) which is a benefit that leads to 

further sales by that individual or others hearing of the successful use of the product. Clear 

consideration. Additionally, the person acting on the ad puts themselves through the 

inconvenience of following the conditions. Conclusion… ample consideration.    

 

Bowen LJ 

- Must read the advertisement in its plain meaning, as the public would understand it. As 

manufacturers intended to be read by the public.  

- The ad was intended to have some effect, that being to make people use the product. Any ordinary 

(reasonable) person reading this advertisement would think it were a reward.  

- On the issue of time – he thinks it ought to be a reasonable time after use … though in this case it is 

not an issue as she contracted it whilst using the product.  

- Offer made to the whole world – but it ripens into a K when someone comes forward having 

completed the conditions. The contract is made with the limited number of people who comply 

with the offer. Not akin in any way to invitations to treat or invitations to negotiate.  
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- General rule is that notice is required. However, an offeror may dispense with the requirement by 

intimating expressly or impliedly that it is sufficient to act on the proposal without communicating 

acceptance. How do we tell if this is done? Language of the offer, nature of the transaction etc. The 

nature of a reward is that notification is not required, only performance e.g. finding a dog after 

seeing a poster. Implied that notification is not required.  

- On consideration, he states that here there is a request to use … that is enough. Definition of 

consideration is any act from which the defendant derives a benefit or advantage OR any labour, 

detriment etc. by the plaintiff, if the act is performed with the consent, express or implied of the 

defendant.  

 

NB- for unilateral contracts acceptance of the offer is made by one person performing his or her obligations. 

∴ consideration = performance. 

 

Australian Woollen Mills Pty Ltd v Commonwealth (1954) 92 CLR 424 

Cth announced in series of letters that it would pay a subsidy on all domestic wool purchases for use by 

Australian manufacturers in 1946. In 1948, the scheme was cancelled. AWM tried to obtain the remaining 

subsidy payments but failed as there was no K. HCA held that the letters were policy statements and not a 

request from the Cth for AWM to do something. The letters were not offers to K.  

  

Ticket Cases: Conventional analysis is that a ticket constitutes an offer which is capable of acceptance or 

rejection by the passenger once the passenger has had a chance to review the relevant terms and 

conditions (i.e. get one plane = acceptance). Thus, the ticket simply records the terms of the offer. Ticket 

cases show the difficulties of an offer and acceptance analysis in certain modern cases. For this case, we go 

back to the reasonable person test. Consent may be relevant - specific (read T&C) and those where we just 

agree in general are therefore limited by reasonable approach. E.g. can't agree to give up an organ just to 

purchase a song on iTunes. The T&C must be reasonable. 

 

MacRobertson Miller Airline Services v Commissioner of State Taxation (WA) (1975) 133 CLR 125 

 

Facts: 

- Process was: Prospective passenger told of available seats & price. Having selected a flight, he or 

she was handed a ticket with appropriate details – in return for the fare. At the appropriate time, 

he or she presented the ticket to secure seat.  

- A condition on the ticket stated airline had the right to cancel any flight and passenger would be 

entitled to a refund for the proportion of the journey cancelled and the airline would be under no 

other liability to carry the passenger nor reschedule.  

- For stamp duty reasons, it was necessary to determine whether there was a K or not at time of 

receiving the ticket.  

 

Held:  

Barwick CJ 

- The entitlement of the airline to retain the fare is dependent on the actual performance of carriage 

of the passenger.  

- The ticket was just a receipt for prepayment of the fare. No K until airline had provided a seat on 

the plane. In the absence of express agreement to carry (as in clause 2 and 5 of T&C), a ticket is not 

a K. MMAS had no such clause ∴ not a K. Possible condition subsequent (see below, K exists but 

only comes into effect when condition (i.e. seat on plane) is met). 

Stephen J 

- Conduct is required to determine if a K exists. Acceptance is by conduct (i.e. overt act in 

demonstration of agreement to T&C) or the failure of the passenger to reject the offer.  

- Thus a ticket is no more than a record of the terms of an agreement. In cases where passenger 

does not read the T&C, a K may be formed by an overt act (i.e. boarding plane) or the passing of a 

reasonable timeframe without rejection (i.e. read T&C, dislike, request refund).  
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- If someone fails to reject offer and demand refund, then they accept T&C. 

 

Invitations to treat: 

K and invitations to treat are different in that an invitation to treat is an invitation to make an offer or to 

enter negotiations.  

  

Shop sales: The display of goods in a shop window or on shelves is usually an invitation to treat. The offer 

stage is when the shopper presents the products to the cash register.  

 

Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain v Boots Cash Chemists Inc [1953] 1 QB 401 

 

All sales of drugs needed to be supervised by a registered pharmacist. In a self-service store, if the purchase 

is complete at the time of selecting an item and placing it in their basket, then sales are not under 

supervision.  If by displaying the drugs, they were making an offer, they would be in violation of the act. But 

display of goods is not an offer. It is just an invitation to treat. Somerwell and Birkett held that selecting an 

item is an invitation to treat and that no sale is complete until the buyer's offer is accepted by the seller. 

This occurs under the supervision of a pharmacist ∴ no K and not in violation. Somerwell obiter: if sale is 

complete once an article is placed in basket, then shoppers cannot exchange items without first paying for it 

and then returning it. Clearly not convenient method of displaying shop wares and allowing customers to 

choose what they will buy. The rule that display of goods = invitation to treat was extended to situations 

where goods were displayed for self-service.  

 

   

In Australia, a less technical approach is adopted. An offer may come from displaying or advertising products 

for sale (Goodwin's of Newtown Pty Ltd v Gurrey, Australia Consumer Law, text pg. 59, displaying TVs with 

marked prices, told not that actual box but identical ones for sale). 

 

Fischer v Bell [1961] 1 QB 394 

Displaying a flick knife is not offering the knife for sale (an offence). It's is an invitation to treat. 

   

Auctions: A public auction is an invitation to treat. Bids constitute an offer and the fall of the hammer 

indicates acceptance of the offer. Thus: 

• No K claim if an auction is cancelled 

• Bids can be withdrawn before hammer fall, can also be withdrawn until auctioneer announces that 

auction is complete 

• Auctioneer is not required to sell to highest bidder 

If an auction is done without reserve, there is still no K to sell to the highest bidder. The same general rules 

above apply. In England, 'without reserve' is taken to indicate a K to sell to highest bidder. 

  

Tenders: Tenders are generally the same as auctions. They are an invitation to treat with each tender being 

an offer. However, the stipulations of the tender process may result in binding obligations. 

  

Harvela Investments Inc v Royal Trust Co of Canada [1986] 1 AC 207 

Letter stated that Harvela bound themselves to accept the highest offer complying with conditions of 

tender. Overturned on the issue of referential bids. 

  

Blackpool and Fylde Aero Club Ltd v Blackpool Borough Council [1990] 1 WLR 1195 

Implied K obligation to give consideration to tenders that complied with stated requirements, essentially 

under K to consider the offer 

  

Hughes Aircraft Systems International v Airservices Australia (1997) 76 FLR 151 

(tender conducted by CAA) CAA bound to a K to accept each tender (preliminary K). 
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Conditional contract 

There are two types of conditional Ks: 

1. K doesn't come into existence until condition is filled (condition precedent to formation) K never 

exists until condition met. e.g. purchase house if deposit made by set date. No K until deposit is 

made. 

2. K formed at a set point e.g. employment K dependent on satisfactory references (condition 

subsequent to formation). K already exists but comes into effect when condition is met. 

  

Termination of offer 

An offer will no longer be available for acceptance if it: 

1. Is withdrawn by offeror 

2. Lapses 

3. Or is rejected by the offeree (counter-offer) 

  

Withdrawal: General rule: offer may be revoked at any time before accepted. A promise to hold an offer 

open for a specified time is not binding unless the offeree has given consideration for that promise (of 

keeping the offer open) – this is an Option. Withdrawal of an offer is only effective when actually 

communicated to the offeree. No exception for withdrawal by post. 

  

Options: a promise to hold an offer open for a certain time is binding if something has been given for that 

option. This agreement is described as an option. Option holder is entitled to enter into a contract with 

grantor on specified terms within a specified time period or at a specified time. 

 

Goldsborough, Mort & Co Ltd v Quinn (1910) 10 CLR 674  

 

Facts: 

- Goldsborough was granted an option (the promise to keep an offer open) to purchase Quinn’s 

land for a certain price per acre, paying 5 shillings for said option. After the agreement for an 

option was concluded Quinn tried to cancel the deal and refused to sell the land to 

Goldsborough. 

- Respondent contends there was never an agreement for the sale of land, rather an agreement 

to agree.   

Held:  

Griffith/O'Connor:  

- A mere promise to leave an offer open is not binding, but such a promise is binding when there 

is consideration given.  

- Option given for value (consideration) is not revokable. Found that the K was for the land, not 

the option (i.e. K made, just had to finally agree). 

- Such a promise is not distinguishable from an option to purchase contained in a lease 

agreement.  

- Contracts for sale of land are specifically enforceable, most other contracts are not (non-fungible 

goods may allow for specific performance). 

Isaacs:  

- Formed 2 Ks. The first is that the offer should extend for a week. The second would have been 

for the sale of the land. The first K is breached, second never comes into existence. 

  

Note: Griffith/O'Connor analysis is accepted today. i.e. K would be to sell land, not to enter into 2 

separate Ks. 

 

Lapse: An offer which has a acceptance period will lapse at the end of the period. If there is no specific 

period, then a reasonable timeframe is adopted. A reasonable timeframe depends on the nature of the offer 

and the way it is made (written lasts longer than verbal). 
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Both the death of the offeror and the offeree will terminate the offer. If there is an option, the offeree's 

estate/representative may exercise the option, unless the option was personal to the offeree. 

  

Rejection: Once an offer is rejected, it is no longer available for acceptance. It may be revived later as the 

basis of an agreement. A counter-offer is also seen as rejection of the original offer and extinguishes the 

offer. There is a distinction between rejection and inquiry (e.g. any wiggle room on price). Inquiry suggests 

that the buyer has not manifested an intention to reject the offer. 

  

Rejection with a unilateral contract is more difficult. There is no issue if the offer is withdrawn before the 

offeree begins to perform. The issue arises when the offeree has begun to perform but not yet completed 

the acts required by the K. It has been held that an offer made in exchange for an act becomes irrevocable 

once the act is partly done. However, Mobil changed it to be that an offer made in return for performance 

of an act may be revoked at any time. The only time that could not be done was when there was an implied 

K to not revoke or an estoppel. An estoppel will arise only if the offeree assumes the offer will not be 

revoked and acts in such a way as to cause detriment. There MUST be a detriment. 

  

Estoppel - If you make a promise and someone acts on it, you are bound to compensate for any loss. No K 

but there is an estoppel, thus you need to compensate for any perceived loss.  Cause of action in estoppel is 

different to cause of action in K - they are separate issues but may arise from the same facts.  When bringing 

estoppel, you're not saying that there is a K, just a promise that you acted upon. 

 

Mobil Oil Australia Ltd v Wellcome International Pty Ltd (1998) 81 FCR 475 – estoppel/ revocation of 

unilateral contract offer 

 

Facts: 

- Mobile Oil Australia were in the process of creating an incentive scheme for its franchisees, one 

of which was Wellcome International. 

- Certain rewards e.g. overseas holidays were to be offered for those franchisees that scored 

highly. It also had a tenure for success element attached.  

- Following management and policy changes, Mobil decided it would no longer offer the tenure 

benefits but would instead give discounts on renewal fees. A group of franchisees sued and 

Mobil at that time decided to abandon the program altogether. The issue here is whether a 

unilateral contract can be revoked even after performance of the offeree has begun. 

- Note: it was found that no offer was made, as the terms were uncertain and vague but the 

judges still address the issue of revocation of unilateral contract offer and estoppel.  

 

Held: (Lockhart, Lindgren and Tamberlin JJ) 

- The trial judge held that unilateral contracts could not be revoked after performance has begun. 

This was based on the view that if the offeror could withdraw at this point he or she would be 

benefitted or the offeree detrimented to some extent. This position is different to bilateral 

agreements that, without estoppel, could be revoked at any time before acceptance of the offer.  

- The Full court disagreed holding that a unilateral contract can be revoked unless performance is 

complete or an estoppel exists. Although in some cases there may be an ‘implied ancillary 

contract” in which the ‘offeror promises not to revoke once the offeree’ commence 

performance, that is not the same as saying it cannot be revoked. No universal proposition that 

an offer cannot be revoked once offeree commences or embarks upon performance.  

- In this case performance was underway but was not complete so the only way that the 

Franchisees could enforce the agreement was if there was an estoppel. The elements of 

estoppel are 1. Representation 2. Reliance and 3. Detriment. Whilst the first two elements were 

satisfied the behaviour (trying harder to meet excellence targets) which the Franchisees relied 

upon only benefitted them through improved financial performance.  
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Conduct constituting acceptance 

Acceptance is the unqualified agreement to enter into a contract and assent to the terms of an offer.  

  

Subjective approach to acceptance requires there to be a real meeting of the minds and consensus between 

the parties. Objective approach only looks at the external manifestations of consent and ignores the 

offeree's state of mind. In practice, there is little difference between the two as subjective approach is 

combined with the pple of estoppel. The pple of estoppel operates when a person conducts themselves in a 

way that a reasonable person would interpret as agreeing to a K. The objective approach is to be adopted by 

the courts as "what matters is what each party by words and conduct would have lead a reasonable person 

in the position of the other party to believe." 

  

Smith v Hughes (1871) LR 6 QB 597 

Buyer agreed to purchase oats, thinking they were new oats. They were old oats and new oats were not of 

the type required. Estoppel prevented the denial of any K as seller acted in such a way to indicate a K. The 

same result came from an objective approach as well.  

  

Fitness First (Australia) Pty Ltd v Chong [2008] NSWSC 800 

Chong signed 12-month gym application form, tried to cancel and claimed to be unaware of $200 

cancellation fee. But and offeree will accept an offer if acting in such a way as to lead a reasonable person to 

assume that they have agreed to T&C of K. Irrelevant that there was no meeting of the minds as Chong had 

manifested consent to the T&C and K by signing the form. [Signed K material comes into play] 

  

Consciousness of offer 

In a bilateral K, it will usually be clear that the offeree has deliberately accepted an offer. In a unilateral K, 

the K will only take effect if the offeree performs the requested acts in reliance upon or in faith of the offer. 

  

Crown v Clarke (1927) 40 CLR 227 

 

Facts: 

- Clarke offered information regarding a murderer to remove the blame from himself. Later tried 

to claim £1000 reward from the Crown.  

- Clarke admitted under cross-examination that he did it to avoid getting into trouble, question his 

credibility/motivation.  

- No K due to motivation underlying the act.  

Held: 

- Starke J held that a unilateral K is an exception to the rule of objective assessment of outwardly 

manifestations regarding the K.  

- The objective test is used to get at the "meeting of the minds" issue (it's a proxy for the test).  

- It's not applied when we know there was no meeting of the minds.  

- In this case, Clarke categorically stated that there was no meeting of the minds ∴ objective test 

not used here, can use the subjective test (look at motivation). Normally conduct is enough 

UNLESS you admit that there was a vastly different motivation behind it. We rely on the "benefit 

of presumption" for the objective test. 

 

 

Communication 

General rule: acceptance only has effect when it is communicated to the offeror. An offeror may dispense 

with communication in one of two ways: 

1. Offeror may treat doing the act as acceptance (e.g. unilateral K) 

2. Offeror may treat despatch of an acceptance by a particular method as effective, whether or not 

acceptance is received by offeror 

  


